Derby Gaol
Team 4/NPEG Report – 9th April 2005
Taken from notes on the night by Tracy (NPEG) and Andy
Team 4: Andy Fazekas, Henry Wharton, Kevin Pope and Tracy Monger
Weather: Clear warm night.
Derby name meaning: Farmstead or village where deer are kept (deoraby 10th cent, Derby 1086).
Moon phase: Waxing quarter, first quarter. New moon @ 8th April on 20.32hrs

Team/
members
Tracy

Time

Room

9.15

Day room

Team 4
Kevin

Start
10.00pm

Museum
Room/
Exhibition
room

Andy

10.55pm

Tracy

10.27pm
Finish
11.00pm

Base readings

Base
temperature
14.5ºc
EMF readings
none

What Happened
Headache, went outside and the headache
Went, went back to day room and the it
Came back.
There was a very cold feeling and breeze
coming from the back right hand corner of
the room from underneath the display
cabinet. @ 22.14 pm had feeling of
something running up leg.
team hears the sounds of a chain being
pulled through wood coming from the
wooden unit Andy is sitting on. Andy thinks
he moving slightly or his coat catching the
chain could have caused it. Upon inspection
this is not the case so although everyone
heard the sound the cause is unexplained.
felt cold spot under display unit, on left hand
side as facing door, EMF had a reading of
2.5-10 milligauss (orange)

Tracy

Team 4

Start
11.25pm

Andy

11.25pm

Tracy

11.37pm

Tracy
Andy

11.50pm
11.51pm

Tracy

11.55pm

Debt cell

Base
temperature
12.5ºc
EMF base
reading 2-3
Lights (1.5-10)

I have checked the camcorder footage of
this Room and there appears to be some
possible orbs/dust/moth and there is a light
anomaly.
From the middle of cell to 2ft from door
readings of up to 10 milligauss, this base
reading was done with two EMF meters.
Kevin and Andy smelt a burning from middle
Of cell where EMF meter was giving
readings.
EMF reading stay at middle reading
While sitting on the bench by window, felt
like someone was there but stepping back
and Was watching us, not sure if wanting to
come closer.
Had pain in lower back, really intense pain
Spikes on EMF meter, by the door area, this
could indicate a disturbance in the Electronic
Magnetic field.
I felt really unwell, the whole of me not just
the pains in my back.

Andy

11.55pm

EMF meter spiking off the scale
constantly this is recorded by camcorder
(hopefully)

Tracy and
Henry

12.05am

Heard a clunk noise on windowsill, I checked
the camcorder, was told to re-insert cassette
which I did, but it worked for about 2 mins
when I change cassette over.
Pain in the back was starting to ease.
Camcorder switching itself off
Camcorder had turned off and said needed
to re-insert tape and I did, turned camcorder
so it was looking out of the window and it
worked Fine after this.

Tracy
Andy
Tracy

12.15am

12.12am

Andy

12.20am

Kevin and Andy pick up smell of
tobacco smoke in one area of cell

Andy

12.30am

Using two different EMF meters they
both start spiking on numerous occasions

12.15am

Finished
at approx
12.30am
Tracy
Team 4

Start
12.55am

Condemned
Mans cell

Kevin

Tracy

1.10am

Tracy

1.12am

Kevin

1.20am

Andy

finished at
1.50am
Camcorder

Approx
start
2.00am to
Approx
3.00 am

Andy
Tracy
Everyone

Approx
3.50am

Orbs/dust captured.
1.03am stood on the left hand side of the
cell door and almost at once my ribs began
hurting as thou I had been laughing very
hard for several minutes, the pain was so
unbearable that I moved half way down the
cell and leant against the right hand
sidewall.
I was sitting on the bench (closest to far end
of cell) and saw a light near Henry (to right
of me) on his right hand side, the
atmosphere Completely changed, Henry
also thought he Saw something.
I kept thinking I was seeing someone
standing next to Henry.
The pain in the ribs left but my cheekbones
ached so much from smiling and laughing!

had nothing of note

Tracy

Team 4

Camcorder
Base
temperature
12.5ºc
Emf base test
Similar to Debt
cell.

Control room
(day room)

Outside while
In control area
Corridor near
cells and
toilets

No base
Temperatures

The tape would not play and keep say reinstall the cassette, so this indicates that the
tape is fault and it was not paranormal. This
was the tape that was first used in the Debt
Cell.
No comments were made.

had no activity for our team.
No activity or any footage on the camcorder.
Séance

The main door moved and creaked and
several people heard this. Some people
heard a noise coming from being us, in the
area of the kitchen.

Andy

Kevin

Séance – I felt nothing throughout this
though when asking for a sign the old
wooden door behind me did creak and open
slightly. Upon investigation it is suggested
this could have been caused by the wind as
the passage opens to the outside, however
the door is at least two inches thick solid
wood?
Approx
3.50am –
4.30am

Condemned
Cell also
Debt cell

Camcorder
Footage

Condemned Cell have captured some
possible orbs/dust, but have caught a bright
light anomaly

Kevin’s comments on the orbs in the corridor, he felt the reason for this phenomenon was that the
corridor was acting as a chimney and drawing dust partials along and towards the camera, nothing
of note was captured by him on digital camera.
Other investigations personal notes from Andy
Oujia board – opposed as I am to using these I really wanted to talk to someone from history in
order to learn more. The glass did move but ever so slowly not like MH lol
I am not sure if anyone was ever there but have no answers to the glass moving either as I am sure it
was no one round the table.
Group exercise – still kicking myself over being allowed to look silly
Derek Acorah impression – best forgotten
Overall rating - it was ok maybe expectations were high good to meet Norwich group we can
certainly do more investigations with them they are very much like us and we like them.

